Quantitative structure-retention relationships of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons gas-chromatographic retention indices.
Polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAHs) are of concern in environmental chemistry and toxicology. In the present work, a QSRR study was performed for 209 previously reported PAHs using quantum mechanics and other sources descriptors estimated by different approaches. The B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory was used for geometrical optimization and quantum mechanics related variables. A good linear relationship between gas-chromatographic retention index and electronic or topologic descriptors was found by stepwise linear regression analysis. The molecular polarizability (alpha) and the second order molecular connectivity Kier and Hall index ((2)chi) showed evidence of significant correlation with retention index by means of important squared coefficient of determination, (R(2)), values (R(2)=0.950 and 0.962, respectively). A one variable QSRR model is presented for each descriptor and both models demonstrates a significant predictive capacity established using the leave-many-out LMO (excluding 25% of rows) cross validation method's q(2) cross-validation coefficients q(2)(CV-LMO25%), (obtained q(2)(CV-LMO25%) 0.947 and 0.960, respectively). Furthermore, the physicochemical interpretation of selected descriptors allowed detailed explanation of the source of the observed statistical correlation. The model analysis suggests that only one descriptor is sufficient to establish a consistent retention index-structure relationship. Moderate or non-significant improve was observed for quantitative results or statistical validation parameters when introducing more terms in predictive equation. The one parameter QSRR proposed model offers a consistent scheme to predict chromatographic properties of PAHs compounds.